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Verdecoprente Re.Te. 2017
Residences (artistic) in the Territory
 
Call / Invitation to introduce proposals expiration 08.03.2017
 
Projects of production, study and search within the creation for the scene
 
Sixth edition for Verdecoprente, project of reception for creative
residences been born with the objective to promote and to sustain the stage practices, performative 
and artistic of the contemporaneity, feeding their ability to feed and to feed in the relationship and in 
the dialogue with the inhabited landscapes. 
 
Where, as, because
The project stirs among district amerino and low valley of the Tevere, in a territory umbro rich in 
historical-artistic testimonies, of absorbed saperi in the nature, fragmented in many small city and 
rural centers that Verdecoprente connects in a net from the delicate equilibrium of relationships and 
possible resources. 
Here we work for a culture of the reception that can understand well the creative trial as common, 
reading him/it in his/her dimension of strategy and experimentation, important element of the 
contemporary artistic production and at the same time opportunity of exchange, relationship, 
education and growth of the territory and the artists. 
Verdecoprente is a float that sails among the waters of the scene what landscape to be known and to 
protect, and the real landscape what scene, theater of the facts and the actions that the space-time of 
the crossing makes possible, enjoyable and precious. To welcome proposals of creation in residence 
means for us to accompany and to strongly insert the job of the artists inside a social fabric 
identitario, to involve corporate body, city, associations and firms, to explore forms of approach and 
share of the local communities to the trials and the runs of the creation to act for the recognition of 
the professionalism and the demands of the stage and creative practices of the present. 
An appointment that we devote to the selected proposals, delineating with the artists, the partners 
and the collaborations, the specific lines of every project of residence, to the entertained companies 
we ask of tener faith to this appointment, in the complicity of the relationships, of the exchanges, of 
the meetings, we interpret the share of it to the proclamation as sign of interest to the dialogue with 
the landscape that welcomes them. We consider the 'to take takes care of him' an important resource 
that the reception characterizes put in field by Verdecoprente, gifted still of thin economic 
resources, the project is born from the idea of an independent theatrical formation, distant from 
commercial schemes and tightened codifications of kind, that it still invests for holding him/it in 
life, in the flow of a cultural, poetic and social action in the territory, continuous, articulated, 
delicate.
 
Invitation
to artists / formal or informal companies / groups, of any nationalities. and age., provided that. 
adults, that operate with address professionaPremise to participate in the selection and. in demand a 
payment of €10.00 (ten) what partial contribution to the expenses of reception office and sign of 
interest. Proposals admitted Projects autoriali and original turned to study, search and production in 
the circle of: theater, dance, stage writings site specifc, street theater , in the houses, interventions 
and forms performative and fictions marked by the meeting with the fields of the visual one and the 
sonorous one, photographer and videoart, works multimedia and multidisciplinary.
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The projects can be turned to spectators of every age. and number, to develop in urban 
environments, rural, in different spaces from theatrical building. New or old creations are admitted, 
in initial phase / of development / of conclusion, presentable to the public in form of restitution / 
work in progress at the end of the residence. Is possible to introduce a only project.

Duration and period of the residence 
The run promises to be intense, and wants breath. Every residence is activated for not less than 10 
days and  to 20. The period useful part from the second destination. of March2017. Dates and 
period are arranged with the artistic direction.

Center and spaces of job and restitution 
As space of job the artists have available in the Space Verdecoprente, an ex middle school currently 
center of the association Ippocampo for assignment of the municipality of Lugnano in Teverina. 
According to the town guest and in relationship to the proposal other spaces of job: it museo, house, 
school, farm, cloister, suburb, market and in external natural, open field, city park. (To this intention 
to see on the site the fotos on site verdecoprente.com).

Technique proposals 
Every artist / company you/he/she must essentially count on his/her own materials and equipments, 
that specifcatis go to the technical (you see question of share) card and you/they must result 
coherent with the used environments. The organization makes of the company his/her own material 
for illumination and fonica, assistance and consultation for the meetings available open to the 
public, and for the job in the room when possible and if required for time. Every decision regarding 
the use of spaces and equipments, reserved to the organization.

To the selected artists it is guaranteed
* lodging with use kitchen (only necessary artists to the residence) 
* space of job (exclusive or for not less than 6 h) (distance from the lodging from 0 to 20 km) 
* page devoted on the site verdecoprenteCom, promotion on it stamps local and specialized network 
* economic contribution of Euro 150,00 for the selected 
* care, mediation, assistance technical-logistics and general of the organization 
* exchange on the job with the artistic direction and with possible other operators / artists / 
studious / critical 
* meeting open with a community of the territory (where possible schools), introducing the really 
artistic run in the circle of a project of education and formation to the vision 
* restitution / work in progress, with following exchange with the spectators. If possible two 
restitutions can be introduced, in places and different days 
* taken back fotografche and video 

The selected artists hock him
- to sustain costs not understood by the proclamation (food, trip, other)
- to be provided middle of autonomous transport for the residence (if not otherwise agreement)
- to have care of the assigned spaces shared e/o, of the conditions and schedules of access
- to guarantee the ownership. intellectual of the introduced proposals
- to bring the wording "in residence Verdecoprente 2017" in all the materials of the new creation
- to handle the necessary one for the realization of the project 
- to accept and to stick to the program and the arranged specifics formality
- Expiration to participate in the selections to send mail to the address: 
verdecoprente@gmailcom within the hours 24.00 of the day 08 March 2017:
- Question of share compiled in every part of his and firm
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-Files artistic project
- Cv of the busy artists in the project 
- Video (link to vimeo or youtube) of 10 minutes / 20 minutes max of the proposed job
- Receipt of payment of the contribution to the reception office of € 10.00 (ten), effected via bank 
transfer or PayPal. (the indications to the page support verdecoprente. causal 'selections 
Verdecoprente 2017').
A mail will confirm the registration within 12 hours. In contrary case it doesn't assure him happens 
him receipt of the material.

Selection  Result
The selection of the proposals edited by the artistic direction &  table of coordination of the 
municipality. Within April 8 all the participants will be told away mail of the result of the selection. 
The dispatch of the question of share involves the acceptance and the respect of the present 
proclamation.

Motives for exclusion
Variations in terms of project, component of the company, the artists' presence in residence, period 
and duration of the same one, following to the accords taken with the artistic direction, it will owe. 
to be approved from the organization and it will be able. to be motive for exclusion from the 
anticipated contributions, so as the missed respect of the present proclamation.

Conclusive notes
The artistic direction, if it was found in it requires her/it. to operate modifche to the present rule, 
will give of it. information to the selected artists arranging with them suitable solutions. The 
material envoy for the selection won't be. returned but you/he/she will stay. in the file of the project 
Verdecoprente, available to the consultation of the partners of the project.

Project and artistic direction 
Roberto Giannini e Rossella Viti Vocabolomacchia teatro.studio / associazione Ippocampo
Roberto Giannini and Rossella Viti Vocabolomacchia theater.study / association Ippocampo

Partner / collaborations / share 
Municipality of Alviano, Amelia, Jupiter, Guardea, Lugnano in Teverina, Montecchio. Region 
Umbria, Province of Terni. Cesvol Terni / Amelia, Oasis WWF Lago of Alviano, scholastic 
Institutes of the terrirorio.

Contacts
Roberto Giannini +39 327 2804920 - Rossella Viti +39 339 6675815 
Ippocampo Association  +39 0744 902749 
mail verdecoprente@gmail.com - vocabolomacchia@gmail.com 
site verdecoprente.com
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